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Abstract
Statistical analysis is a frequent task in several research
fields such as HCI, Psychology, and Medicine. Performing
statistical analysis using traditional textual programming
languages like R is considered to have several advantages
over GUI applications like SPSS. However, our examination of 40 analysis scripts written using current IDEs for R
shows that such scripts are hard to understand and maintain, limiting their replication. We present StatWire, an IDE
for R that closely integrates the traditional text-based editor with a visual data flow editor to better support statistical
programming. A preliminary evaluation with four R users
indicates that this hybrid approach could result in statistical
programming that is more understandable and efficient.
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Introduction
Statistical analysis is an important task in several research
fields. While analysis can be performed using text-based
programming (e.g., R, Python) or GUIs (e.g., SPSS, JMP),

the statistical community considers text-based programming
to be a “much more productive, accurate, and reproducible
way of performing (analysis) tasks” than GUIs [17].
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However, our analysis shows that scripts written using current IDEs for R, the most commonly used text-based statistics programming language [13], are hard to understand
and maintain. We speculate that current IDEs for R do not
support the data-driven, iterative, and non-sequential nature
of statistical analysis [10, 16], and we explore integrating
the text-based environment in current IDEs with a visual
data flow environment as a possible solution. As a realization of this concept, we present StatWire, an IDE for R that
tightly integrates the two environments.

Motivation
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Module 1: compute descriptive
statistics (mean, sd), and plot
histograms.
Module 2: fit a model, get
residuals, and perform
Shapiro-Wilk’s test on the
residuals.

Figure 1: An example workflow of
statistical analysis. Analysis is
iterative and non-sequential with
‘modules’ acting upon modified
data with each iteration.

Current IDEs for R
R [6] is the most commonly used statistical programming
language in academia and research. Prominent IDEs for R
include RStudio1 , the official R GUI, and Microsoft’s Visual
Studio Plugin for R. Such IDEs provide an interactive console for line-by-line execution of code snippets and script
files for storing analysis code, which can then be executed
in a sequential manner via the interactive console.
However, the workflow of statistical analysis is iterative
and non-sequential [16, 10], as shown in Fig. 1. This could
therefore be in conflict with the workflow supported by current IDEs for R that use a sequential representation to store
and execute the analysis.
Evaluation of R Analysis Scripts
To investigate potential consequences of this mismatch, we
examined analysis scripts written in R by researchers. 40 R
analysis scripts, used in HCI and Psychology publications
1
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at top-tier conferences such as CHI ’13 and ISWC ’16, were
collected from two sources: 32 scripts from 23 projects
on the Open Science Framework (OSF) platform2 , and 8
scripts from 3 researchers at our university in Aachen. We
randomly selected no more than 3 scripts from the same
project or researcher to avoid biasing our analysis to a particular analyst. We analyzed a total of 20,303 source lines
of code (SLOC), with an average of 508 SLOC per file, and
found two major issues:
1. Excessive Code Cloning
Code cloning is a common programming practice in which
the user copies, pastes, modifies, and executes code [8,
15]. Excessive code cloning can make analysis scripts difficult to maintain, understand and modify [9, 11, 12], limiting
reproduction and reuse of the code for other analyses.
We followed a standard procedure [15] to identify instances
of code cloning. First, we preprocessed the analysis scripts
(remove blank lines, comments, etc.) to identify Lines of
Interest (LOI). Then, we used fingerprints as both the intermediate representation of the code and the match detection
technique to compute instances of code cloning. We identified that out of 4098 LOI from all scripts, 2861 LOI, or 70%,
were parametric clones [15].
2. Prevalence of Non-Modular Code Using modules is
generally considered to lead to more productive programming [5]. Non-modular code is inefficient and does not
match the nature of statistical analysis, since a typical analysis involves iterative execution of a module with modified
input, as shown in Fig. 1. This issue is further aggravated in
long analyses in which a module is reused several times.
In our analysis, we classified code snippets into the three
2
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Figure 2: User interface of StatWire, a novel IDE for performing statistical analysis using the R programming language. StatWire tightly
integrates a visual data flow editor (A) with a text-based editor (B) to better support code authoring.

major steps of statistical analysis: preprocessing, exploratory
analysis, and confirmatory analysis [16]. We then identified how many of these steps were part of each script.
We found that 97.5% of all scripts contained two or more
steps, and 60% contained all three steps. This issue was
also prevalent in long analysis scripts.

StatWire
Since existing IDEs for R result in issues with code reproduction and comprehension, we wanted to explore the tight
integration of a visual data-flow editor with the traditional
text editor as a possible solution. The following walkthrough
explains the interaction design of our current prototype:
Hazel is an HCI researcher who wants to analyze data from

a text entry study using StatWire. She is presented two
views: a visual data flow editor (Fig. 2 A) and a textual programming environment (B). Each node in the visual editor
can be either a statlet, which is a processing step (F), or
a viewlet, which shows plots (E1) or data (E2). The edges
(H) represent the flow of data across the nodes. The visual
editor is initially empty, and Hazel creates a statlet by rightclicking on the empty canvas. When a statlet is created,
the text editor (C) is shown with a default function template,
encouraging her to think in a modular fashion and to write
functions. During code authoring, Hazel uses the output
shown next to the code (D) for debugging. She authors
statlets to read in the CSV file and then subsets the data
according to different levels of an independent variable.

When she adds an input or output argument to the function
header, the corresponding node in the visual data flow editor is updated automatically (G). This lets Hazel focus on
the flow of data (i.e., overview) in the visual editor, and on
the processing code (i.e., details) in the text editor.
When Hazel wants to view the descriptive statistics of the
QWERTY distribution using another statlet, she ‘wires’ its
output to the ‘View descriptive stats’ statlet. She runs the
statlet to view the histogram (in a viewlet, Fig. 2 E1) and
descriptive statistics (Fig. 2 F). To repeat this for the other
two distributions, Hazel simply ‘rewires’ the input of the statlet, leading to an efficient analysis workflow.
StatWire was developed in a user-centered, iterative fashion, during which we explored several design alternatives
to support a tight integration between the visual and textbased environments. E.g., in an earlier prototype of StatWire,
users added input or output arguments via the visual programming environment. However, evaluations with existing
users of R and an expert in statistical analysis who teaches
introductory courses in R revealed that users preferred to
update the arguments in the textual programming environment. This resulted in live updates to the visual programming environment when changes were made to the textual
programming environment.

Related Work
Visual programming environments have been shown to help
with comprehension [2], programmer performance [1], and
code navigation [3]. For a comprehensive overview of visual programming environments and their benefits, see [7].
StatWire uses a data flow visual programming environment,
which better suits the data-driven nature of statistical analysis. Such data flow environments have been successfully
applied to other data-driven domains [18].

Existing visual programming environments such as ViSta
for statistical analysis [19] and Orange for machine learning
[4] do not expose the underlying source code of their modules. Blender, a 3D modeling software, allows the user to
view and edit the underlying source code of modules, but
they have to initially be authored in a different environment
and then imported. RapidMiner and KNIME are visual programming environments that allow authoring code using a
text editor, but treat the visual editor as a passive element
(i.e., the visual environment does not reflect changes in the
textual code), resulting in a lack of integration between the
two environments. The Gestalt system provides textual and
visual environments, and allows the user to easily switch
between them [14]. However, it uses a linear list as its visual representation, which does not suit the non-linear nature of statistical analysis. Further, Gestalt does not provide
a tight integration between the two environments.

Preliminary Evaluation
To identify how well StatWire supports statistical programming with R, we compared it to RStudio, a widely used IDE
for R, as well as RapidMiner and KNIME, two visual programming environments with R integration.
We recruited four R users from our local university in Aachen.
Three had taken a graduate-level introductory analysis
course in R, all had used RStudio before (none had used
KNIME or RapidMiner before), and all had at least three
years of experience performing statistical analysis.
Procedure
Each user performed analysis with each tool for a minimum
of 30 minutes with different datasets and research questions. Additional research questions or datasets were provided as needed. We balanced the order of conditions and
randomized both the dataset-tool pairing and the character-
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Figure 3: The experimental design
of our preliminary study. We
balanced the order of conditions
and randomized data-tool pairing.

istics of datasets to minimize learning effects (Fig. 3. The
analysis required typical, non-trivial analysis methods such
as factor encoding, data transformation, and post-hoc tests.
Significant Findings
With RStudio, none of our users followed a modular programming approach. There were several instances of code
cloning, and users used comments to structure the analysis. However, because users were familiar with RStudio,
they reported feeling at ease using the tool.
With RapidMiner and KNIME, users had issues with the
lack of integration between visual data flow editor and textual environment, which led to frustration. E.g., while authoring textual code, the visual data flow editor was not updated and did not provide any interaction. Of course, over
time, users learn to work with these shortcomings.
With StatWire, users benefited from the tighter integration
between the two programming environments: Two users
reported understanding the analysis better because of the
visual data flow editor, and during analysis with StatWire,
18 out of 35 statlets were reused, whereas no reuse was
observed with other tools. Nevertheless, not all modules
were reused, which indicates further work is necessary.
StatWire is open-source software, and available as a local
web application from the StatWire project home page.3

Future Work
While our preliminary study is promising, it is limited by
sample size and guiding hypotheses, and further longitudinal studies are required to understand StatWire’s effects
on code understanding, structuring, and navigation, as well
as on the productivity of the analysis. Further, the artifact
3
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can be extended to allow transformation of existing analysis scripts into a more structured and reusable format by,
e.g., automatically highlighting similar chunks of code and
semi-automatically converting them to a reusable module.
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